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Abstract

Changes in atrial fibrillation cycle length (AF-CL) are
broadly used as a ‘ground truth’ to assess the effect of
substrate modification during AF ablation. This work
sought to optimize thresholds for changes in coronary
sinus CL (CS-CL) after local ablation using different atrial
electrogram (AEG)-derived markers. 834 AEGs were
collected from 11 patients undergoing persAF ablation.
CS-CL was measured before and after each ablation point.
Five AEG-derived markers were tested as classifiers for
CS-CL changes: ICL (Biosense Webster), CFE-Mean (St.
Jude Medical), Wave Similarity, Shannon Entropy and
AEG-CL. The area under the receiver operating
characteristic (AUROC) curve was used to assess the
quality of classification for each marker. Maximum
AUROC was found at threshold values between 9 and 14
ms in all markers, except for Shannon Entropy. The
average AUROC of the five markers reached a maximum
of 0.60 at a threshold value of 10 ms. The 10 ms threshold
is suggested as a starting setpoint for future studies seeking
to identify AF ablation targets based on an objective
‘ground truth’.

1.

Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common sustained
arrhythmia in the clinical practice and a leading cause of
hospitalization and cardiovascular complications [1].
Catheter ablation is an effective treatment in the early
phases of AF, with pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) being
the cornerstone for therapy [1]. Ablation, however, is less
efficient when AF is sustained for longer periods of time
(persistent AF, persAF). That is because sustained AF
induces changes in the atrial tissue that, in turn, also
participate in AF perpetuation, resulting in an intricate
activation pattern, hindering the identification of the atrial
regions that drive the arrhythmia [1]. Additionally, persAF

is commonly driven by multiple mechanisms that may coexist, either simultaneously or intermittently, such as:
multiple wavelets; ectopic foci; epi-endocardial
dissociation; and reentry resulting from rotors [1]. These
mechanisms differ from patient to patient, due to
differences in anatomy, electrophysiology, and atrial
substrate remodelling caused by sustained AF, requiring
patient-tailored ablation strategies [2].
Atrial substrate characterisation – and consequently,
ablation target identification – is usually conducted
considering numerical markers extracted from atrial
electrograms (AEGs), each one tailored for the
identification of different AF mechanisms [3].
Changes in atrial fibrillation cycle length (AF-CL) are
broadly used as a ‘ground truth’ to assess the effect of
substrate modification during AF ablation, and
electrophysiological effects of the left atrium (LA) have
been shown to be measurable from the coronary sinus (CS)
[4], [5]. There is, however, no consensus on what extent of
changes in AF-CL should be considered indicative of
significant substrate modification, with different works
reaching different values [1], [6], [7].
In this work, we sought to optimize thresholds for
changes in CS-CL (∆CS-CL) after local ablation –
potentially leading to improved ablation strategies that can
better identify targets to terminate persAF. The
optimization was performed by assessing the classification
performance of different AEG-derived markers, able to
characterize the AF process, at varying ∆CS-CL threshold
values.

2.

Methods and materials

2.1.

Study population

The population consisted of 11 patients (8 males; mean
age 60.7 ± 7.3 years; history of AF 57.3 ± 37.5 months)
referred to Glenfield Hospital (UK) for catheter ablation of
persistent AF (persAF).

3D LA geometry was created within Ensite NavXTM
(St.Jude Medical, St. Paul, Minnesota) using a deflectable,
variable loop circular pulmonary vein (PV) mapping
catheter (Inquiry Optima, St. Jude Medical). Sequential
point-by-point bipolar AEGs were collected from different
atrial regions.
In all cases, PVs were silent and all patients were in AF
during signal collection. Sinus rhythm following substrateguided ablation was achieved in all cases.

2.4.

Signal Processing

A total of 834 bipolar AEGs were sequentially recorded
from different regions of the LA following PVI (5 s AEG
duration; 1200 Hz sampling frequency). The AEGs were
band-pass filtered between 30–300 Hz with a NavX system
built in filter [8]. A 50 Hz Notch filter was applied to
reduce power line noise. A stationary wavelet transform
filter was implemented based on a previously described
method to further reduce both baseline oscillations and
high frequency noise [9].
The CS-CL was visually annotated as the mean duration
of 10 activations in the AEGs recorded from the CS both
before and after ablation clusters using LabSystem PRO
(Boston Scientific, MA, USA).

2.3.

AEG-derived Markers

Five AEG-derived markers were tested as classifiers for
CS-CL changes:
ICL (CARTO system, Biosense Webster). The CARTO
algorithm identifies peaks and troughs of bipolar AEGs
whose absolute values are between an upper and a lower
threshold and defines them as fractionated AEGs. The time
intervals between successive peaks and troughs occurring
within the voltage window are annotated. The complex
intervals are marked within a time interval duration of 2.5
s. The number of identified complex intervals is referred to
as the interval confidence level (ICL) [8]. System default
settings were used.
CFE-Mean (NavX system, St. Jude Medical). It is
defined as the average time between activations marked by
the NavX system. An activation is annotated in the AEG
when i) it surpasses a certain peak-to-peak threshold; ii) it
has a deflection duration within a certain threshold and; iii)
it occurs after a refractory period following the previously
marked activation [8]. System default settings were used.
Wave Similarity (WS). It measures the repetitiveness in
AEG activation wave morphology. Local activation waves
are identified and normalized, and pairs of waves are
compared using the inner product. Those with an inner
product above a certain threshold are deemed similar. WS
is defined as the ratio of the similar activations and the total
number of comparisons. The threshold was used as

established in previous works [10].
Shannon Entropy (ShEn), It measures the “information
content”, or complexity, of a signal by writing it out as a
discrete probability distribution of its samples (𝑝𝑖 ), as seen
in equation 1 [11].
𝑁

𝑆ℎ𝐸𝑛 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖 ln(𝑝𝑖 )

(1)

𝑖=1

The signals were discretized into N=50 equally spaced
bins to obtain the probability distributions [12].
AEG-CL. It is the average time interval between
subsequent activations in the AEG.

2.4.

Performance measurement

AEGs collected at regions in which ablation resulted in
CS-CL increase above a given threshold were labelled
‘target’, and those below the threshold were labelled ‘nontarget’. Thresholds between 0 and 100 ms were
investigated, and each value resulted in a different
separation between the two classes (Figure 1A).
The area under the receiver operating characteristic
(AUROC) curve was used to assess the quality of
classification for each marker at each threshold value, and
the optimal threshold to maximize AUROC for each
marker was found (Figure 1B, 1C).
The average AUROC of the 5 studied markers was
evaluated for each threshold value and used to propose a
general optimal threshold for class separation. The optimal
point of the ROC curve and corresponding accuracy,
sensitivity, and specificity were computed for each marker
at its optimal threshold, as well as at the proposed general
threshold.

3.

Results

Maximum AUROC was found at threshold values
between 9 and 14 ms in all the markers, with the exception
of ShEn (Table 1). Despite the low AUROC values, all the
markers showed better performance than the random case.
The average AUROC of the five markers reached a
maximum of 0.60 at threshold 10 ms, which is one of the
points of smallest variance (Figure 2). The lowest variance
point was at threshold 15 ms, with corresponding average
AUROC = 0.58.
All markers had negligible or small loss of performance
when comparing their accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity
at the respective optimal thresholds with those at the
general threshold (Tables 2 and 3). This is in accordance
with the low variance at the optimal average point, and is
especially note-worthy for ShEn, whose optimal threshold
was considerably larger than the others.

Figure 1: A. 3D map of a patient’s LA
showing the ablation points, labelled
as ‘target’ and ‘non-target’, under
different separation thresholds.
B. Paired values of a marker (ShEn)
vs CS-CL change (∆CS-CL), and a
threshold between ‘target’ and ‘nontarget’ labels. C. ROC curve
corresponding to the given threshold.

Figure 2: Average AUROC ± standard deviation for each
threshold value
Table 1. Highest AUROC and optimal threshold for each
marker

4.

retrospective studies use to characterise AEGs and their
features. Depending on the choice of ∆CS-CL threshold,
ablation regions defined by such features might become
too conservative and insufficient to terminate persAF,
leaving room for AF recurrence. On the other hand,
excessive ablation may burn healthy tissue, creating even
more arrhythmogenic regions in the atrium, perpetuating
even more the arrhythmia. In this work, we sought to find
the ‘middle ground’ that could be the first step for more
effective ablation strategy based on responses on the CSCL following substrate-guided ablation.
Previous works have set the threshold for AF-CL
change that defines a significant ablation effect at 5 ms [1],
6 ms [7], and 30 ms [6]. This heterogeneity of results
reinforces the importance of seeking an objective method
to identify the threshold, which was pursued in this work
by searching for threshold values that reconcile different
markers – which reflect different mechanisms – into a
unified threshold.
Table 2: Accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of each
marker using its respective optimal threshold

Marker

Highest
AUROC

Optimal
Threshold

ICL

0.60

14

Marker

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

CFE-Mean

0.62

14

ICL

0.56

0.60

0.56

WS

0.62

9

CFE-Mean

0.61

0.58

0.63

ShEn

0.67

66

WS

0.59

0.60

0.58

AEG-CL

0.62

10

ShEn

0.57

0.59

0.56

AEG-CL

0.63

0.60

0.66

Discussion and Conclusion

The ∆CS-CL threshold has a direct impact on the
definition of atrial substrate and on the ground truth for AF
perpetuation. Consequently, changes in ∆CS-CL threshold
affect the two classes - target and non-target - which

Table 3: Accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of each
marker using the generalized threshold (10 ms)
Marker

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

ICL

0.54

0.59

0.52

CFE-Mean

0.58

0.58

0.58

WS

0.56

0.58

0.53

ShEn

0.57

0.58

0.55

AEG-CL

0.63

0.60

0.66

Our results suggest that the studied markers have low but not negligible - capacity to individually identify the
two ΔCS-CL-based classes, which could be related to the
presence of mechanisms they’re not capable of measuring,
or simply to the fact that AF is too complex to be
characterized by any single marker. Despite their different
purposes and rationales, the markers mostly converged to
a similar range of ΔCS-CL thresholds. The low AUROC
variance around the optimal average point, as well as the
small performance loss for all markers when using the
general threshold, suggest that all markers perform
relatively well in that range - even Shannon Entropy,
whose optimal threshold was the most distant. This
suggests that despite the low performance of the markers,
there is a consistency of the 10 ms point, which may be
potentially generalized to other markers or even other
databases. This result can possibly be further strengthened
by the introduction of novel markers that better correlate to
ΔCS-CL.
A robust separation of AEGs into two classes (‘targets’,
‘non-targets’) based on ΔCS-CL can help to guide future
studies seeking to identify persAF ablation targets - and in
particular studies focusing on supervised classification,
where the use of an objective electrophysiological ‘ground
truth’ is crucial. The 10 ms threshold is suggested as a
starting setpoint that unifies methods for different
mechanisms to identify targets for persAF ablation in
future studies.
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